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In the past week, IOM Iraq distributed 5,529 winterized family 
non-food item (NFI) kits to an estimated  33,174 internally 
displaced persons (IDPs) in Iraq. These kits included items that 
are essential to surviving the coming winter months, such as 
heaters, blankets, and carpets. 

According to IOM Iraq’s Displacement Tracking Matrix (DTM), 
more than 1.9 million people in Iraq have been displaced as 
a result of the current crisis. The DTM reports that 106,417 
displaced families have sought refuge in temporary shelter 
arrangements such as school buildings, religious buildings, 
unfinished buildings, and informal settlements. 
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According to Displacement Tracking Matrix (DTM) data collected by IOM Rapid 
Assessment and Response Team (RART) from January through 9 November 2014

328,086
IDP Families

2,003
Locations

1,968,516
Individuals

Displacement
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As winter approaches, these families are increasingly vulnerable 
to the cold wind, rain and snow; especially in northern Iraq, where 
temperatures regularly drop below freezing. In such conditions, the 
items in IOM Iraq’s winterized NFI kits provide life-saving assistance.

IOM Iraq began distributing winterized kits in mid-October; over 
19,000 winterized NFI kits have already been distributed to displaced 
people in need. IOM Iraq will continue to serve the vulnerable displaced 
throughout Iraq as funding and access allows.

Emergency Relief Distribution
Distribution totals Jan - 6 Nov 2014

56,431
Family* Non-Food Item 
(NFI) kits

2,770
UNFPA Women’s 
Dignity Kits (WDK)

16,685
WFP food parcels

1,513
UNICEF hygiene kits

*One Iraqi family is roughly equal 
to 6 individuals

Beneficiary at a NFI kit distribution in Ozal City, Erbil | 11 November, IOM Iraq
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Waves of displacement by governorate
As the frontlines of conflict continue to fluctuate, each wave of displacement in Iraq this year has exhibited unique characteristics 
and features. The pre-June, June/July, and post-1 August waves demonstrate differences in locations of displacement 
and population movement patterns. Secondary displacements are also occuring. For more information on the DTM,  
please visit http://iomiraq.net/dtm-page

Pre-June
Total displacement:
78,746 families

June/July
Total displacement:
78,214 families
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Total displacement:
171,126 families
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IOM is responding to life-threatening needs in a rapidly changing environment, in addition to monitoring movements on the ground.

Human Interest Story: Andre

At a distribution in Ozal City, 17-year-old Andre watches as 
IOM staff hand out 300 family non-food item kits to displaced 
persons from Mosul. He pauses near a stack of carpets to 
speak with IOM staff about his situation. “I was a fourth year 
student in Mosul, studying English. I want to be a translator. But 
everything changed for us in August.

“We had a new house with five bedrooms and two floors, but 
we left everything behind when we heard the terrorists were 
coming. We had to go quickly, because just a few hours after we 
fled, the terrorists arrived in our neighborhood. We didn’t bring 
anything with us, not even our clothes. We drove to Shaqlawa 
and shared a house with my uncles, aunts and cousins. There 
were five families living under one roof. We came to Erbil in 
hopes of better conditions. Here, we share a house with two 
other families.

“It’s hard right now, because  nobody in my family can find a 
job. My sister is a mechanical engineer and my brother was 

working at a pharmacy while studying to complete his last 
year of medical school. Hopefully  he and I can continue our 
education here. But life is hard. We can afford food, but we 
don’t have much money since we left everything in Mosul.

“We will stay here for a while and wait to hear what happens in 
our town. We can’t go abroad, because our family is too large.”

When asked about the coming winter months, Andre frowns. 
“We left Shaqlawa in part because it was too cold. Life will be 
hard in the winter. I’m pleased with the carpets in this kit because 
the floor is too cold, even now. Our house is unfurnished. It’s 
also nice to be able to cook a meal together as a family in the 
pots we received.”

Andre looks at the families lined up for IOM assistance and 
smiles. “I know many of these people. I‘m happy with this 
distribution today because IOM is helping my family and my  
neighbors from Mosul.” 
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   I am happy with this distribution today because IOM is 
helping my family and my neighbors from Mosul.

Andre stands with one of the carpets distributed to families as part of the IOM NFI kits at the Ozal City distribution  | 11 November, IOM Iraq
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